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Volta, Alessandro 54

Voltage 142, 159
Root-mean-square 149
Voltage control (see Ancillary services, Voltage control)
Voltarc cell (see Battery, Voltarc cell)
Volume mixing ratio (see Mixing ratio, volume)
Volumetric heat capacity 67–68

Wank, Jon 356, 357, 368
Washington State roadmap 360
Waste burning 77
Water
Power xiii
Specific weight 24, 54
Water heaters 39, 41, 50, 59, 74, 155, 252
Heat pump (see Heat pump, Water heater)
Roofop solar (see Solar thermal collectors)
Water-source heat pump (see Heat pump, Water source)
Water turbine (see Turbine, Water)
Water vapor 4
Anthropogenic (see Emissions, Water vapor)
Anthropogenic warming due to 3, 98–100
Natural warming due to 3
Specific humidity (see specific humidity)
Watt (unit of power) 18
Wave
Energy devices 20
Capacity factor 274, 305
Components of 100 percent WWS roadmaps 252, 302, 322, 376
Construction time 274
Cost 274
Jobs for construction and operation 341
Lifecycle emissions (see Emissions, Lifecycle)
Opportunity cost emissions (see Emissions, Opportunity cost)
Water area required 338–339
Formation of a wave 20
Variability of wave energy 20, 318
Reducing variability by combining wind and wave power 305, 318, 354
Reducing variability by interconnecting wave farms 320
Wavelength of electromagnetic radiation 177
Wavelength, band gap 160
Weather forecasting for grid stability 319
Weather prediction model 350
Weatherizing buildings 50
Wohl, Bill 356
Westinghouse, George 154
White roofs 132
Wien, Wilhelm 178
Wildfires (see Biomass burning, Wildfires)
Wind
Anticyclonic flow 226
Convergence 223, 226
Complementary in nature with solar 305–306, 334
Component of 100 percent WWS roadmaps 252, 302, 376
Cost 274
Wind (cont.)
Cyclonic flow 226
Divergence 223, 226
Forces acting on air to produce winds, 224
   Apparent centrifugal force 224
   Centripetal acceleration 224
   Apparent Coriolis force 223–224
   Friction force 224
   Pressure gradient force 222, 224
   Geostrophic adjustment 225
   Geostrophic balance 224
Global circulation cells 228
   Ferrell cell (see Ferrell cell)
   Hadley cell (see Hadley cell)
   Polar cell 227
Global wind systems
   Jet streams
      Polar front 229
      Subtropical 229
      Polar easterlies 230
   Trade winds 229
      Northeast 229
      Southeast 229
   Westernly winds 229
   Aloft worldwide 229–230
Jobs for construction and operation 341
Kinetic energy in the wind 204, 235
   Competition among turbines for 216, 236
   Reduction in wind speed due to 237
   Units of kWh 203
Local wind systems
   Bay breezes 230
   Gap winds 232
      Tunnelling effect 232
   Lake breezes 230
   Mountain/valley breezes 232
   Sea/land breezes 230
Meridional winds 227
Power in the wind 203
   Instantaneous 203, 208
   Mean 203
Resources (see Wind resources)
   Types of wind resulting from forces
      Geostrophic 224
      Gradient wind 225–226
      Surface winds along straight isobars 225
   Surface winds around centers of low and high 227
Zonal winds 227
Wind energy xiii
Wind formation 10
   Offshore 18, 19, 193
Windmill 193
   California offshore wind resources 234, 352
   East coast U.S. offshore wind resources 234, 352
   Percent of world with wind speeds sufficiently fast for wind
      energy 233
   Saturation wind power potential (see Saturation wind power
      potential)
   World mean wind speeds at 100 m above ground 233
   Wind resources 237, 260
Wind turbine 18, 193
   Angle of attack 196
   Capacity factor 209–210, 274, 305
      As a function of installed and output power densities 219, 222
      As a function of mean wind speed 211
   Construction time 274
   Defined 18
   Efficiency 211
   Feathering 197
   Forces acting on airfoil
      Drag 196–197
      Lift 196–197
   Foundations
      Bottom fixed 19
      Gravity 19
      Jacket 19
      Monopile 19
      Tripod 19
   Hub height 194, 205
   Hub height 194, 205
   Impacts on birds and bats 244
      Raptors 244
   Impacts on climate
      Kinetic energy 217, 239–240
      Pressure in wake 99
      Temperatures 100, 238–241
      Water vapor 99–100, 238–241
   Wind speed 238
   Impacts on hurricanes (see Hurricanes, Wind turbine impacts on)
Materials
   Aluminum 195
   Copper 195
   Concrete 195
   Neodymium (see Neodymium)
   Steel 195
Life Cycle emissions (see Emissions, Lifecycle)
   Opportunity cost emissions (see Emissions, Opportunity cost)
   Water vapor (see Emissions, Water vapor)
Onshore 18, 19, 193
   Lifecycle emissions (see Emissions, Lifecycle)
   Opportunity cost emissions (see Emissions, Opportunity cost)
   Water vapor (see Emissions, Water vapor)
   Output power density 219, 221–222
   Planning-to-operation time 95
   Spacing (see Land requirements, Spacing, Wind farm)
   Wind farm
   Cluster of turbines 220
   Footprint (see Land requirements, Footprint, Wind farm)
   Installed power density 218, 219, 221–222
   Offshore 18, 19, 193
Nameplate capacity 200
Number of turbines to power all U.S. vehicles if they were electric 221–222
Parts
Anemometer 195
Blade 195
Brake 195
Controller 195
Generator 195, 198 (see also Generator) Direct drive 195
Heat exchanger 195
High-speed shaft 195
Nacelle 195
Pitch system 195
Rotor 194
Diameter 201, 203
Efficiency 209
Tip speed ratio 209
Wind vane 195
Yaw control 194
Yaw drive 195
Yaw motor 195
Pitch 193
Control 197
Power curve 200–201
Cut-in wind speed 200
Cut-out wind speed 200
Destruction wind speed 200
Rated power 200
Rated wind speed 200
Power output 209
Annual average 209
Instantaneous 235
Losses
Array 216–217
Curtailment 216
Downtime 216
Overall 217
Transmission and distribution inefficiencies 212
Stall 197
Control
Active 197
Passive 197
Tip height 219
Types
2-Blade 194
3-Blade 194
Darrieus 195
Floating 19
Semi-submersible platform 19
Spar-buoy platform 19
Tension leg platform 19
Gearless 18, 195
High altitude 19
Horizontal axis 193–195
Typhoon-class 201
Upwind 194
Vertical axis 193–195
Window blinds (see Passive heating and cooling in buildings, Window blinds)
Window glazing (see Passive heating and cooling in buildings, Window glazing)
Wind shear 194
Wind speed
Frequency distribution 201, 304
Rayleigh 201–202
Weibull 201–202
Variation with height 203–205
1/7th power law profile 204
Log law profile 204
Surface roughness length for momentum 204
Power law profile 204
Friction coefficient 204
Wind vane 193
WWS (Wind-Water-Solar)
Benefits of transitioning to 100 percent WWS 385
Best technologies for solving pollution and climate problems 353
Grid stability with (see Grid stability)
Mix of WWS energy generators for a region 259, 265–266, 268, 270, 306
Origin of the term 353
Roadmaps for countries/world regions 326, 368–369
Characteristics of storage in some regions 329
History of roadmap development (see Roadmaps for transitioning energy to 100 percent WWS, History of development)
System diagram 302
Technologies xiii, 17, 302
Appliances 48, 302
Building heating and cooling technologies 38, 302
Electricity generation technologies 18, 302
High-temperature Industrial heat technologies 17, 42, 302
Storage technologies 17, 51, 302
Transportation technologies 17, 28, 302
Yellowcake 116
Zonal average 175
Zoning issues (see NIMBYism)